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The Tudors: Computing                                      Challenge Cards

Can you use technology to create a display about Tudor houses? 
Tudor Houses

What did Tudor houses look like?   

What was wattle and daub?  

How were rich houses different to poor houses?  

What were Tudor houses like inside? 

Can you include all these 
different things in your display? 

Sections of typed text 

Pictures printed from the internet 

Pictures drawn using painting software 

Interesting facts

Can you use technology to create a display about Tudor children? 
Tudor Children

What was school like for Tudor children?  

Who went to school in Tudor times?  

What was family life like for children in Tudor times?  

What games did children play and what toys did they play with? 

Can you include all these 
different things in your display? 

Sections of typed text 

Pictures printed from the internet 

Pictures drawn using painting software 

Interesting facts
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Can you use technology to create a display about Tudor monarchs? 
Tudor Kings and Queens

Who were the kings and queens of the Tudor period?  

What was life like for the Tudor kings and queens?  

What could kings and queens do that no one else could do?  

How were the kings and queens of the Tudor period related to each other?

Can you include all these 
different things in your display? 

Sections of typed text 

Pictures printed from the internet 

Pictures drawn using painting software 

Interesting facts

Can you use technology to create a display about Tudor medicine? 
Tudor Medicine

What were some of the most dangerous diseases of the Tudor period?  

Who were doctors and what did they do to make people better?  

Who were apothecaries and what did they do to make people better?  

How were doctors in Tudor times different to doctors today?  

Can you include all these 
different things in your display? 

Sections of typed text 

Pictures printed from the internet 

Pictures drawn using painting software 

Interesting facts
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Can you use technology to create a display about Tudor crime and 
punishment? 

Tudor Crime and Punishment

What kinds of crimes were punished in Tudor times?  

What were some of the most popular punishments in Tudor times?  

Who was in control of law and order in the Tudor period?  

How are punishments for crimes in Tudor times different from today? 

Can you include all these 
different things in your display? 

Sections of typed text 

Pictures printed from the internet 

Pictures drawn using painting software 

Interesting facts

Can you use technology to create a display about Tudor food? 
Tudor Food

What kinds of foods did rich Tudors eat? 

What kinds of foods did poor Tudors eat?  

What new foods were brought to England during the Tudor period? 

What would a Tudor feast have been like?

Can you include all these 
different things in your display? 

Sections of typed text 

Pictures printed from the internet 

Pictures drawn using painting software 

Interesting facts


